SUMMARY OF MOI
(Memorandum of Incorporation)

Together SA CAN - NPC/NPO
Together SA CAN is a not-for-profit company (NPC)
Registration# 2013/089627/08 NPC
Together SA CAN is register with Department of Social Affairs (NPO)
Registration# 159-447 NPO
It is further registered with Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority (PSIRA)
Registration Number: 2277729

The Directors of the Organization:
Brian Jones  SA7  Executive Board / Founder
John Dennis  SV3  Executive Board / VCAT
Zamathle Nsuntsha  SA4  Executive Board / Administration

The appointed legal team and supportive management are:
Peter Cottrell & Clive Stewart  - Strategic Business Support, Chartered Accountants
Brian Payne  - Tax Specialist
Warrick De Wet  - Attorneys

OBJECTIVES AND POWERS OF THE COMPANY

The principal objectives of this NPC/NPO are:

◆ The establishment, development and operation of a community policing partnership with the SAPS in collaboration with the CPF structures in order to prevent the occurrence and reduce the incidence of crime, largely aimed at community policing operations.
◆ The providing of services to victims of crime through victim empowerment and victim support.
◆ To ensure that operational communication and community information is exchanged efficiently by liaising with the SAPS and subscribing members.
◆ To hold workshops and seminars as well as operational training days with all role-players.
◆ To help to establish best practices and protocols which can be emulated by any community operations structure involving crime prevention strategies.
◆ The NPC/NPO, in partnership with committee members and role-players may, if requested, provide crime prevention equipment, alarm signal technology and employment of persons for special community projects.
◆ To assist and provide support to natural disaster, medical emergency or rescue situations where the security or preservation of life and/or health (human and animal) is threatened.
Violent Crimes & Technology Support

◆ The establishment of a Violent Crimes and Technology Support Team (VCAT), including defining the criteria for recognition as a VCAT agent (volunteer), maintaining a register of VCAT agents and maintaining the integrity of VCAT.

◆ VCAT will also see the employment of individuals with specialised training.

◆ VCAT will respond to and support incidents of the priority crimes at the discretion of Management. The priority crimes are business robbery, house robbery, car/truck jacking which is inclusive of the associated crimes such as murder and rape, which does not exclude other serious crimes at the discretion of management.

◆ A primary objective of VCAT is support in securing crime scenes, witnesses, victim support, and assisting the SAPS with support to investigations when requested in both covert and overt operations.

◆ The establishment of VCAT Flight Operations for effective response times to support incidents of the priority crimes and increase the operational strategy of VCAT in conjunction with SA CAN.

◆ VCAT’s strategy will be measured by three elements, arrests; convictions in court and the reduction in crime in areas in which VCAT operates. This is to be achieved through training, protocols, specialised community policing projects and response, surveillance and holistic crime prevention measures.

◆ VCAT derives its income in a non-profit manner with subscription income and donations from the community.

The NPC/NPO is aimed primarily at its subscribing members and the general public. The NPC/NPO will carry out its objectives as laid out above and is naturally dependant on the availability of resources and funding.
Brian Jones, TrackBox Technologies founder, initiated Together SA CAN NPC/NPO in order that all TrackBox Technologies non-profit initiatives, centring on community policing and support to SAPS and medical response teams be formalised into an individual not-for-profit company.

TrackBox Technologies will continue with pioneering technology and software development.

TrackBox Technologies will continue to donate a portion of its income to the NPC/NPO on a monthly basis.

TrackBox family members (subscribing) will no longer be asked to support the SA CAN members (free).

All free members are being transferred to the NPC/NPO, and where applicable will be required to cover the basic costs associated with being an NPC/NPO member. This will ensure the sustainability of TrackBox Technologies, as well clearly define how much the TrackBox family can afford to donate to not-for-profit initiatives.
1. **Founded in August 2012**  
   a. Brian Jones  SA7  Executive Board / Founder  
   b. John Dennis  SV3  Executive Board / VCAT  
   c. Zamathle Nsuntsha  SA4  Executive Board / Administration  

2. **The appointed legal team and supportive management are:**  
   a. Peter Cottrell & Clive Stewart  
      Strategic Business Support, Chartered Accountants  
   b. Brian Payne  
      Tax Specialist  
   c. Basil Smith  
      Labour Law  
   d. Warrick De Wet  
      Attorneys  
   e. Rory Moore  
      Attorneys – Intellectual Property  

3. **M.O.I (Memorandum of Incorporation)**  
   2013/089627/08  24/07/2013  

4. **Income Tax**  
   9242494186  24/07/2013  

5. **PSIRA**  
   2277729  29/08/2013  

6. **UIF**  
   U560784441  19/12/2013  

7. **PAYE**  
   7560784441  19/12/2013  

8. **Tax Exemption Section 18A**  
   9242494186  02/07/2014  
   930045396  01/10/2014  

9. **Alexander Forbes – Liability Cover R 5 000 000**  
   745248*001  01/11/2014  

10. **PSIRA Provident Fund**  
    803942  01/05/2015  

11. **Workmen’s Compensation**  
    99000983484  16/01/2015  

12. **NPO (Non-Profit Organization)**  
    159-447 NPO  28/09/2015  

**BANKING DETAILS:**  
Together SA CAN NPC/NPO  
FNB Branch: 250655  
Account: 6241 9683 728